
U14 Yearly Plan

*Outside Ski Dominate/Matching Edge Angles
*Upper & Lower Body Separation including Arm/Turso
*Able to adjust size of Arc (Turn Shape)
*Pole Touch (single,double,clearing,blocking,for timing)
*Gliding  High Tuck vs, Low Tuck
*Introduce Rise Line
*Ski/Snow Contact

45% Directed Free Skiing
20% Drills
25% Gates (Brushes,Stubbies, Gates)
10% Competition Simulation

Outside Ski Dominate-The athlete should be able to demonstrate dominate ski
pressure on the outside ski throughout the turn, both skis should have matching
edge angle (not same amount of pressure)

Upper & Lower Body Separation- The athlete should be able to demonstrate
and ski with angulation and inclination. The athlete should be able to move an
arm for clearing without moving the turso. They should start to understand the
concept of Rotary.

Adjust size of Arc- The athlete should develop the ability to make carved turns
in various sizes (SL,GS,SG) with the proper pressure on the outside ski above
the apex.

Pole Touch- The athlete should be able to demonstrate while skiing the different
types of pole touches and their usages.

Gliding- The athlete should be able to demonstrate that their skis can run flat on
the snow, and able to get into/out of a tuck while maintaining balance as well as
when to use a High tuck or a Low tuck.



Introduce Rise Line- The athlete should be able to understand what the rise line
is and its relationship to; the size of the arc, apex, race line.

Ski/Snow Contact-The athlete should be able maintain ski snow contact at all
times (except when in the act of jumping) in all sections of a turn & transition.

December-Balance and Movement.  The main focus of the month will be to
maintain balance in various terrain/contrants/speed/snow surface. Balance is
active skiing as skiing is a dynamic sport. The use of ski poles and ski snow
contact will be introduced.

January - Outside Ski Dominant and Upper/Lower Body Separation will be
added to the focus, through use of pole touches and various turn shapes.
Matching edge angles and gliding will also be worked on.

February- The athlete will continue to develop the skills from the previous
months activities.  Competition simulation will be introduced with the use of some
timing and races.  The Rise Line concept will be discussed and worked on.

March- The athletes will continue to develop their skiing skills with some timing
use/competition/all mountain skiing.

SkillsQuest Drills for the Season
*Pole Jumpers in Tuck video
*One Ski Skiing video
*Pivot Slips video
*Free Ski with Pole Usage video
*One Ski Skiing with Lane Changes video
*Freeski-Lane Changes video

https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582471281001/phase-3-pole-jumper-in-a-tuck
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582471576001/phase-3-one-ski-skiing
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582457554001/phase-3-pivot-slips
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582457552001/phase-2_free-skiing-with-pole-usage
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582471577001/phase-4-one-ski-lane-change
https://videos.usskiandsnowboard.org/coetv/detail/videos/skills-quest/video/5582480006001/phase-3_free-skiing-w-lane-change

